Digital Mapping
Presentations on Monday 7 May 2018 @ 11:30 a.m.

Stage #4 of your Research Project is to make and digitally map a route that you will present on to
your classmates during our Final Exam time slot. The goal is to identify 10 places that would be
interesting for people to see if they visited the city that you are researching for your paper, that
relate to your chosen theme. These might include government buildings, museums, schools,
monuments, parks, or shopping areas. Your route can be walkable or can rely on any forms of
transportation that exist in your city (animals, bikes, buses, taxis/Uber, subway, train, etc.), though
you may only taxi/Uber to/from one location. We have three in-class workdays for you to do the
actual mapping, but this time is intended to work on the technical side of the online mapping and
is not for you to decide on your route. Be coming up with ideas of locations you’d like to “visit”
during the rest of the semester. You will sign-up for presentation times before Easter Break.
Items you are required to incorporate in your map markers:
Images
• Illustrations
• Paintings
• Photos

Statistics/Percentages
• Population
• Ethnic diversity
• Religious affiliation

Text/Explanations
• Directions
• Dates of events
• Quotations

Any other items you wish to include are up to you.
Grading criteria:
1. The primary goal is to convey the theme of your paper in your route/map, and be able to explain
it effectively to anyone asking you a question. As such, everything you map should have a clear
relation to your theme.
2. You will be questioned about your map by your classmates and possibly some invited guests.
The feedback from the people who question, and your ability to respond to questions, will be
factored in to your grade on this portion of the project.
3. How you choose to organize your route/map is up to you, but it should follow some sort of logic.
4. Make sure your fonts and any images are clear, but not overly large (this includes size and color).
5. Spelling and grammar matter. Proofread carefully to eliminate typos.
6. You will need to submit a Word document that includes the text of all your markers, as well as
references for the information you used in discussing them. This will be due when you present
your map and should be in 12-pt. font, with 1-inch margins.
7. Referencing is also required in your map. You will need to caption images and provide source
details for other information at the end of each description.
Routes in progress: You can run as many drafts of your route past Dr. Myers as you’d like in order
to get feedback. You should do so during scheduled office hours or by setting up an appointment at
another time.

